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Abstract. Support Vector Machines have been a dominant learning
technique for almost ten years, moreover they have been applied to su-
pervised learning problems. Recently two-class unsupervised and semi-
supervised classification problems based on Bounded C-Support Vector
Machines and Bounded ν-Support Vector Machines are relaxed to semi-
definite programming[4][11]. In this paper we will present another version
to unsupervised and semi-supervised classification problems based on La-
grangian Support Vector Machines, which trained by convex relaxation
of the training criterion: find a labelling that yield a maximum margin on
the training data. But the problems have difficulty to compute, we will
find their semi-definite relaxations that can approximate them well. Ex-
perimental results show that our new unsupervised and semi-supervised
classification algorithms often obtain almost the same accurate results
as the unsupervised and semi-supervised methods [4][11], while consid-
erably faster than them.

Keywords: Lagrangian Support Vector Machines, Semi-definite Pro-
gramming, unsupervised learning, semi-supervised learning, margin.

1 Introduction

As an important branch in unsupervised learning, clustering analysis aims at par-
titioning a collection of objects into groups or clusters so that members within
each cluster are more closely related to one another than objects assigned to dif-
ferent clusters[1]. Clustering algorithms provide automated tools to help identify
a structure from an unlabelled set, in a variety of areas including bio-informatics,
computer vision, information retrieval and data mining. There is a rich resource
of prior works on this subject. The works reviewed below are most related to
ours.
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Efficient convex optimization techniques have had a profound impact on the
field of machine learning. Most of them have been used in applying quadratic pro-
gramming techniques to Support Vector Machines (SVMs) and kernel machine
training[2]. Semi-definite Programming (SDP) extends the toolbox of optimiza-
tion methods used in machine learning, beyond the current unconstrained, linear
and quadratic programming techniques.

Semi-definite Programming (SDP) has showed its utility in machine learn-
ing. Lanckreit et al show how the kernel matrix can be learned from data
via semi-definite programming techniques[3]. De Bie and Cristanini develop a
new method for two-class transduction problem based on semi-definite relax-
ation technique[5]. Xu et al based on[3][5] develop methods to two-class unsu-
pervised and semi-supervised classification problems in virtue of relaxation to
Semi-definite Programming[4]. Zhao et al present another version to unsuper-
vised and semi-supervised classification problems based on Bounded ν-Support
Vector Machines [11].

In this paper we provide a brief introduction to the application of Semi-
definite Programming in machine learning[3][4][5][11] and construct other un-
supervised and semi-supervised classification algorithms. They are based on
Lagrangian Support Vector Machines (LSVMs), which obtain almost accurate
results as other unsupervised and semi-supervised methods [4][11], while consid-
erably faster than them.

We briefly outline the contents of the paper now. We review the Support
Vector Machines and Semi-definite Programming in Section 2 . Section 3 will
formulate new unsupervised and semi-supervised classification algorithms which
are based on LSVMs. Experimental results will be showed in Section 4. In the
last Section we will have a conclusion.

A word about our notation. All vectors will be column vectors unless trans-
posed to a row vector by ”T”. The scalar (inner) product of two vectors x and y
in the n-dimensional real space Rn will be denoted by xT y. For an l × d matrix
A, Ai will denote the ith row of A. The identity matrix in a real space of arbi-
trary dimension will be denoted by I, while a column vector of ones of arbitrary
dimension will be denoted by e.

2 Preliminaries

Considering the supervised classification problem, we will assume the given la-
belled training examples (x1, y1), . . . , (xn, yn) where each example is assigned
a binary yi ∈ {−1, +1}. The goal of SVMs is to find the linear discriminant
f(x) = wT φ(x) + b that maximizes the minimum misclassification margin

min
w,b,ξ

1
2
(‖w‖2 + b2) +

C

2

n∑

i=1

ξ2
i

s.t. yi((w · φ(xi)) − b) + ξi ≥ 1 , i = 1, 2, . . . , n (1)
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Let Φ = (φ(x1), . . . , φ(xn)), K = ΦT Φ, then Kij = φ(xi)T φ(xj), dual problem
of (1) is

max
α

−1
2

n∑

i=1

n∑

j=1

yiyjαiαjKij − 1
2

n∑

i=1

n∑

j=1

yiyjαiαj − 1
2C

n∑

i=1

α2
i +

n∑

i=1

αi (2)

s.t. αi ≥ 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , n

The problem (1) and (2) are primal and dual problem of Lagrangian Support
Vector Machines (LSVMs) respectively [12].

Based on Bounded C-Support Vector Machines (BC-SVMs) [8] Xu et al get
the optimization problem [4] that can solve unsupervised classification problem.
Zhao et al based on Bounded ν-Support Vector Machines (Bν-SVMs)[7] get the
optimization problem [11] that can solve unsupervised classification problem
too. In this paper Lagrangian Support Vector Machines will be used to resolve
unsupervised and semi-supervised classification problems.

Given H ∈ Mn, Ai ∈ Mn and b ∈ Rm, where Mn is the set of n × n
symmetric matrix. The standard Semi-definite Programming problem is to find
a matrix X ∈ Mn for the optimization problem

min H • X

(SDP) s.t. Ai • X = bi, i = 1, 2, . . . , m

X � 0

where the • operation is the matrix inner product A • B = trAT B, the notation
X � 0 means that X is a positive semi-definite matrix. The dual problem to
(SDP) can be written as:

max bT λ

(SDD) s.t. H −
m∑

i=1

λiAi � 0

Here λ ∈ Rm. For Semi-definite Programming, interior point method has good
effect, moreover there exists several softwares such as SeDuMi[10] and SDP3.

3 Unsupervised and Semi-supervised Classification
Algorithms

A recent development of convex optimization theory is Semi-definite Program-
ming, a branch of that fields aimed at optimizing over the cone of semi-positive
definite matrices. One of its main attraction is that it has been proven suc-
cessful in construct tight convex relaxation of NP-hard problem. Semi-definite
Programming has showed its utility in machine learning too.

Lanckreit et al show how the kernel matrix can be learned from data via semi-
definite programming techniques[3]. They presented new methods for learning a
kernel matrix from labelled data set and transductive data set. Both methods
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can relax the problem to Semi-definite Programming. For a transductive setting,
using the labelled data one can learn a good embedding (kernel matrix), which
can then be applied to the unlabelled part of the data. De Bie and Cristanini
relax two-class transduction problem to semi-definite programming based on
transductive Support Vector Machines[5].

Xu et al develop methods to two-class unsupervised and semi-supervised clas-
sification problems based on Support Vector Machines in virtue of relaxation to
Semi-definite Programming[4]in the foundation of [5][3]. Its purpose is to find a
labelling which has the maximum margin not to find a large margin classifier.
This leads to the method to cluster the data into two class, which subsequently
run a SVM, and will obtain the maximum margin with all possible labelling. We
should add constraint about class balance −ε ≤

∑n
i=1 yi ≤ ε, otherwise we can

simply assign all the data to the same class and then get unbounded margin;
moreover this can avoid noisy data’s influence in some sense.

Using the method in [5][3], Xu et al based on BC-SVMs get the optimiza-
tion problem[4]that can solve unsupervised classification problem. Analogously
Zhao et al based on Bν-SVMs get the optimization problem[11]that can solve
unsupervised classification problem too, which the parameter ν in Bν-SVMs
has quantitative meaning. However, the time consumed of both methods based
on BC-SVMs and Bν-SVMs is too long. So it seems necessary to find a faster
method, which has almost accurate results as above at least. The reason that un-
supervised classification algorithms based on BC-SVMs and Bν-SVMs run slowly
is their semi-definite relaxations have so many variables, concretely n2 + 2n + 1
and n2+2n+2 variables respectively. In order to fasten the speed of algorithm, it
seems better to find a qualified SVM which has fewer constraints, for the number
of variables in semi-definite relaxation problem equals to sum of n2 +1 and num-
ber of constraints in SVM. Primal problems of BC-SVMs and Bν-SVMs have 2n
and 2n+1 constraints respectively, while primal problem of Lagrangian Support
Vector Machines has n constraints. Therefore it seems better to use Lagrangian
Support Vector Machines to resolve unsupervised classification problem.

We use the same method in [5][3] to get the optimization problem based on
LSVMs

min
yi∈{−1,+1}n

min
w,b,ξ

1
2
(‖w‖2 + b2) +

C

2

n∑

i=1

ξ2
i

s.t. yi((w · φ(xi) − b) + ξi ≥ 1 (3)

−ε ≤
n∑

i=1

yi ≤ ε

It is difficult to solve Problem (3), so we will consider to get its approximate
solutions. Since Semi-definite Programming can provide effective algorithms to
cope with difficult computational problems and obtain high approximate so-
lutions, it seems better to relax problem (3) to Semi-definite Programming.
Let y = (y1, y2, . . . , yn)T , M = yyT , Φ = (φ(x1), . . . , φ(xn)) and K = ΦT Φ,
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moreover A ◦ B denotes componentwise matrix multiplication. Use the same
method in [3], we obtain the Unsupervised Classification Algorithm.

Algorithm 3.1 (Unsupervised Classification Algorithm)

1.Given data set D = {x1, . . . , xn}, where xi ∈ X = Rd.
2.Select appropriate kernel K(x, x′), C and ε, then construct and solve the prob-
lem

min
M,δ,u

1
2
δ

s.t.
(

(K ◦ M + M + 1
C I) (u + e)

(u + e)T δ

)
� 0 (4)

−εe ≤ Me ≤ εe

M � 0, diag(M) = e

u ≥ 0

Get the optimal solution M∗, δ∗ and u∗ with SeDuMi.
3.Construct label y∗ = sgn(t1), where t1 is eigenvector corresponding to the
maximal eigenvalue of M∗.

It is easy to extend the unsupervised classification algorithm to semi-supervised
classification algorithm. For semi-supervised SVMs training, we can assume
(x1, y1), . . . , (xn, yn) have labelled by experts andxn+1, . . . , xn+N are not labelled.
Only adding the constraints Mij = yiyj , i, j = 1, 2, . . . , n to the problem (4)will
obtain the Semi-Supervised Classification Algorithm.

4 Experimental Results

4.1 Results of Unsupervised Classification Algorithm

In order to evaluate the performance of unsupervised classification algorithm,
we will compared our unsupervised classification algorithm ( L-SDP )with (ν-
SDP)[11] and maximum margin clustering algorithm (C-SDP)[4]. Firstly we con-
sider four synthetic data sets including data set AI, Gaussian, circles and joined-
circles, which every data set has sixty points. ε = 2, C = 100 and Gaussian kernel
with appropriate parameter σ = 1 are selected. Results are showed in Table 1.
The number is the misclassification percent. From Table 1 we can find that the
result of L-SDP is better than that of C-SDP and ν-SDP, moreover the time
consumed are showed in Table 2. The numbers are seconds of CPU. From Table 2

Table 1. Classification results about three algorithms on four synthetic data sets

Algorithm AI Gaussian circles joined-circles
L-SDP 9.84 0 0 8.19
C-SDP 9.84 1.67 11.67 28.33
ν-SDP 9.84 1.67 1.67 11.48
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Table 2. Computation time about three algorithms on four synthetic data sets

Algorithm AI Gaussian circles joined-circles
L-SDP 1425 1328 1087.6 1261.8
C-SDP 2408.9 1954.9 2080.2 2284.8
ν-SDP 2621.8 1891 1837.1 2017.2
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Fig. 1. Results by our unsupervised classification algorithm based on LSVMs on the
four synthetic data sets including data set AI, Gaussian, circles and joined-circles

we can find that the speed of L-SDP is faster than those of C-SDP and ν-SDP,
moreover almost half of the time consumed of others.

We also conduct our algorithm on the real data sets which can be obtained
from http://www.cs.toronto.edu/ roweis/data.html, including Face and Digits
data sets. As same to synthetic data sets, with thirty samples of every class of
data sets. To evaluate clustering performance, a labelled data set was taken and
the labels are removed , then run clustering algorithms, and labelled each of
the resulting clusters with the majority class according to the original training
labels, then measured the number of misclassification.The results are showed
in Table 3 and the number is the misclassification percent. From Table 3 we

Table 3. Results about three algorithms on Face and Digits data sets

Algorithm Digits32 Digits65 Digits71 Digits90 Face12 Face34 Face56 Face78
L-SDP 0 0 0 0 8.33 0 0 0
C-SDP 0 0 0 0 1.67 0 0 0
ν-SDP 0 0 0 0 1.67 0 0 0

can find that the result of L-SDP is almost same to C-SDP and ν-SDP except
data set face12, but the time consumed are showed in Table 4. The numbers are
seconds of CPU.

From Table 4 we can find that the speed of L-SDP is much faster than those
of C-SDP and ν-SDP, moreover quarter of the time consumed of others at least.

4.2 Results of Semi-supervised Classification Algorithm

We test our algorithm to semi-supervised learning on the real data sets as same
to section of unsupervised Classification Algorithm. As same to unsupervised
classification algorithm, in order to evaluate the performance of semi-supervised
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Table 4. Computation time about three algorithms on Face and Digits data sets

Algorithm Digits32 Digits65 Digits71 Digits90 Face12 Face34 Face56 Face78
L-SDP 445.1 446.2 446.4 446.5 519.8 446.3 446.1 446
C-SDP 1951.8 1950.7 1951.6 1953.4 1954.5 1952.1 1950.3 1951
ν-SDP 1721.6 1721.5 1722.2 1722.8 1721.4 1722.1 1721 1719.7

Fig. 2. Every row shows a random sampling of images from a data set, the first ten
images are in one class, while the rest ten images are in another class by L-SDP.

classification algorithm, we will compared our semi-supervised classification al-
gorithm ( Semi-L-SDP )with (Semi-ν-SDP)[11] and maximum margin clustering
algorithm (Semi-C-SDP)[4]. We separate the data into labelled and unlabelled
parts, and get rid of the labels of the unlabelled portion, then run semi-supervised
classification algorithms to reclassify the unlabelled examples in use of the learn-
ing results, eventually measured the misclassification error on the original labels.
Thirty samples of every class of data sets will be used. The results will be showed
in Table 5 and the number is the misclassification percent. From Table 5 we
can find that the result of Semi-L-SDP is almost same to Semi-ν-SDP and bet-
ter than Semi-C-SDP except data set face12, but time consumed of CPU is
much less than those of others. Results are showed in Table 6. The numbers are
seconds of CPU. From Table 6 we can find that the speed of Semi-L-SDP is much

Table 5. Results about three algorithms on Face and Digits data sets

Algorithm Digits32 Digits65 Digits71 Digits90 Face12 Face34 Face56 Face78
Semi-L-SDP 5 5 5 5 11.67 5 5 5
Semi-C-SDP 25 28.3 28.3 28.3 16.67 28.3 28.3 28.3
Semi-ν-SDP 5 5 5 5 3.3 5 5 5

Table 6. Computation time about three algorithms on Face and Digits data sets

Algorithm Digits32 Digits65 Digits71 Digits90 Face12 Face34 Face56 Face78
Semi-L-SDP 606.8 607.8 607.9 608.3 653.9 608.4 608 608.2
Semi-C-SDP 1034 1036 1035.6 1035.8 1094.7 1033.1 1035.1 1035.8
Semi-ν-SDP 734.8 735.5 735.7 735.9 810.6 734.4 735.5 736
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faster than those of Semi-C-SDP and Semi-ν-SDP, moreover almost half of the
time consumed of others.

5 Conclusion

We have proposed efficient algorithms for unsupervised and semi-supervised clas-
sification problems based on Semi-definite Programming. From Section of exper-
imental results we can learn that unsupervised and semi-supervised classification
algorithms based on Lagrangian Support Vector Machines is much faster than
other methods based on Bounded C-Support Vector Machines and Bounded
ν-Support Vector Machines, and classification results are better than them.

In the future we will continue to estimate the approximation of SDP relaxation
and get an approximation ratio of the worst case.
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